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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the design of a technological framework for electronic voting (E-voting) systems in Nigeria.
The traditional voting system with paper ballots used in the Nigeria electoral system is time consuming and in most
cases marred with irregularities due to system and/or human errors. These irregularities usually results in
inconclusive electoral decisions, violent arguments, and expensive litigations. Certain technologies and recently
card readers with biometric authentication have been employed to achieve transparent polls. However, high level
frauds still accompany results due to human control of these technological devices and have not generated the
required trust resulting in a drastic decrease in voter participation. The framework presented here seeks to
combine different e-voting technologies in a way that best suit the Nigeria electoral system in order to build trust
and boost participation. The result is an automated polling system that requires minimum supervision with
adequate transparency and accuracy of the voting process. The framework showcased how a cost saving real-time
electoral procedure can be achieved, with the presentation of precise and accurate results at the end of any election.
Keywords: Democracy, Paper ballot, Violence, E-voting, Framework,
1 INTRODUCTION
One significant way people express their opinion of
choice is through voting. The act of voting is most
welcomed in democratic societies and is therefore
used as a method through which a society expresses
willingness in choice of leadership. Most importantly,
voting helps in electoral process of a democratic
country in the choice of its government composition.
The electoral systems formulate rules that translate
individual votes into seats, and therefore affect the
representation of society’s interests in governance
and policy making.
Electoral systems have globally witnessed a
tremendous improvement over the last two decades
as the need for a reliable electoral system keeps
growing. This need is due to perceived electoral fraud
that always leads to disputed election results; for
instance, the disputed 2000 US presidential election
results [1], the disputed 2007 general election in
Nigeria which led to several litigations to challenge
the outcome of the elections at different levels across
the country [2], the violent and legal dispute that
ensued after the 2011elections in Nigeria. These
challenges have led to electoral reforms; delivering
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new electoral policies, amendment of national
constitutions and the provision of adequate facilities
to implement new electoral technologies.
Recently, there is an urge by most nations to move
from the traditional voting processes to the use of
technology [3, 4] in various political systems. The
technology sought the most is the Electronic Voting
Systems (EVS) which provides a growing number of
advantages, comparable performance with more
preference over other technologies [5, 6]. Today’s
digital electronics technology have open more access
to the use of EVSs in several national electoral
processes due to its high accuracy,
precision,
flexibility [7, 8] and support for technology
integration, and the ability to operate with less human
intervention. However, several criticisms have
emanated to challenge the credibility of such
technology especially as it apply to security issues [8,
10, 11, 12, 13] and the power of incumbency to
influence the manufacture, distribution, and use of
such devices. That notwithstanding, the level of
human introduced errors and fraudulent tendencies in
most other manually operated electoral systems [8,
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14, 15] have increase nations confidence on these EVS
technologies.
Most national or state wide elections conducted in a
number of democracies in Africa have ended up in
violence [16]. In Nigeria this violence is a direct result
of mistrust, suspicion, lack of confidence in the
existing paper balloting process. However, in the just
concluded 2015 national elections, the Independent
National Electoral Commission (INEC), as the Nigeria
electoral umpire, introduced the use of biometric card
reader for the verification of permanent voter’s
identification card. The decision, seem to be rashly
made and did not went through due process of
legislation for the use of such devices [3] in critical
national elections. It however, gained a wide
acceptance and seems to have served to increase
voters’ confidence in the electoral process. To face
reality, Nigeria as a multi-cultural, multi-religious,
multi-ethnic, and regionally diversified state, will
always have trust and confidence related problems
with the existing manual electoral system. As it stands
no amount of legislation and physical security
improvement can erase these facts, unless the country
looks towards a trusted technology that will serve as
an unbiased process and build the people’s
confidence.
In the Nigeria electoral system, voters are presented
with multiple-party multiple-candidate ballot papers
to thumb print for a choice candidate. The process of
accreditation of voters has been a serious challenge
leading to various electoral frauds. To make the
situation worst is the fact that multiple thumb printed
ballots by a single voter [17,18,19] cannot be verified
after the polls. The slogan “One Man One Vote” has
been largely sung by government after government
yet its implementation at the poll is always flawed. In
the 2015 National elections, the introduction of the
biometric card readers did not totally eliminate
multiple voting. The verification process also made it
possible for dishonest electoral administration
officers to permit fraudulent voting. Credibility and
transparency at the polling booth build voters’
confidence, and this is what the country needs to
sustain its democracy. Therefore, this paper develops
a conceptual framework for credible and confident
electronic democracy with cognizance to the
biometric verification card readers recently
introduced by INEC.
2. NATIONS WITH E-VOTING EXPERIENCE
Every electoral system looks forward to executing a
transparent process that satisfies the expectations of
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the electorates, political parties, electoral candidates,
and observers. To achieve this transparency, the
electoral process must be trusted and reliable. Such
factors are driving democratic nations all over the
world into the use of more satisfactory technologies
for the execution of electoral processes. While some
nations have legally adopted the use of EVS, a number
of others are experimenting with e-voting, and a few
others are considering their use. Some however, have
out rightly rejected the use of e-voting for certain
reasons. The following sub-sections take a brief look
at countries with some experiences of EVS.
2.1 Nations with Full EVS
A number of democracies have fully adopted the use
of different e-voting technologies. This decision is a
factor of trust and confidence resulting from the long
use of EVS in addition to the numerous advantages the
technologies provide. Australia, Canada, France, and
Japan are legally using a combination of voting
machines and internet voting systems in their
electoral processes, while Austria, Estonia, and
Switzerland adopt the use internet voting system,
Brazil, India, Kazakhstan, Peru, Russia, USA, UAE, and
Venezuela are legally using voting machines options[4,
20].
2.2 Nations that rejected EVS
In some countries, the use of electronic voting has
been voted down for certain reasons. These agitations
against the use of EVS are largely due to suspicions
and mistrust from opposition political parties as well
as the fear of voter’s insecurity. Germany, Ireland, and
Netherland have rejected the use of electronic voting
majorly due to opposition pressure without concrete
and holistic evaluation of these systems [21]. The
present discontinuity of e-voting systems in these
countries was based on test carried out on a single evoting system, the NEDAP electronic voting systems
developed by a Dutch company in the eighties [22].In
Ireland, the opposition complained of the accuracy
and secrecy of the e-voting machine which
subsequently led to their stoppage for elections
beginning from 2004 even though they were not
adequately tested [23, 21, 20]. Netherland has
questioned the use of electronic voting earlier in the
late 90s [24, 25].They complained of the secrecy and
possibility of results verification with the electronic
systems. Taking lead from the Ireland termination of
the e-voting systems, they successfully put a stop to
the use of EVS in 2007 [22]. In Germany, the use of
electronic voting has been put on hold since 2005
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resulting from law suit from two voters. These voters
only questioned the constitutional use of e-voting
systems in Germany. This led to the ruling by the
German Constitutional Court that the use of e-voting
systems is unconstitutional [26, 27]. The court
however did not rule out the possible use of EVS in
future German elections.
Paraguay since 2008 has upheld the use of paper
ballot as against the use of electronic voting
previously use. This decision was due to opposition
pressure that led to an opinion poll by the supreme
electoral court of justice in Paraguay [20]. The results
of the poll see an end to the use of EVS in that country
without concrete reasons.
United Kingdom
experimented with e-voting in 2002, 2003 and 2007
and has since then abandoned the use of EVS due to
security complains from opposition parties [28,29].
2.3 Nations Considering and Experimenting on EVS
Successes recorded in the use of EVS by several
democracies and the advantage of getting more people
involved in the electoral process have made more
countries to consider its use while some are already
experimenting on the use of EVS as a better
alternative to other voting systems. Argentina,
Belarus, Chile, Czech Republic, Finland, Italy, Latvia,
Mexico, Nepal, Poland, Romania, Spain, South Korea,
Venezuela, Costa Rica, and a lot of others in Asia,
South America, and Europe [4] are presently
experimenting on the use of EVS at various levels of
their national elections. In Africa, Ghana and Nigeria
[30, 31, 32, 33]are considering and planning the use of
EVS, South Africa currently debate its use [34, 35],
while Namibia has recently and successfully
conducted its first electronic voting elections [36].
There are calls in Zambia and Zimbabwe to apply evoting for its coming election following successes from
Namibia [37, 38, 39]. Democratic elections in Africa
countries are very volatile and vulnerable. This is
particularly due to high level of mistrust among
political parties whose formations are always bent
towards ethnical and religious differences. The
electronic voting system will serve to bridge the trust
gap that has ever existed. The Namibian experience
has shown that the application of EVS in Africa
democracies is the right direction and should be
followed by other countries. All that is needed is to
develop the right framework for adoption and
application of EVS with all parties and interest groups
involved.
3. WHY USE E-VOTING IN NIGERIA?
Nigerian Journal of Technology
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Nigeria is a peculiar country with so many diversified
cultural believes, religious affiliation, and ethnic
backgrounds. Literacy level is also separated within
divides of believes, affiliations, and economic
sidelines. Notwithstanding, Nigeria is politically
divided into regions that poses in most cases a
mixture of these factors. Notable among these
divisions is the north and south dichotomy that exist
since the colonial era. The electoral processes in the
country are heavily affected by these factors and bring
a number of challenges to the conduct of credible
elections in almost every level of governance. Some of
these challenges are electoral right on franchise,
regionalization of political positions, electoral fraud,
and high tendencies to election violence.
3.1 Right on franchise
A general challenge in every democratic society is the
right of who can be voted for and who can vote. Most
systems use age and literacy level to determine those
qualified to be voted for [40, 41], while age alone is
use to determine those eligible to vote[42, 43]. Nigeria
is not an exemption from this; voters must attain age
of 18years and above to be eligible for a franchise
irrespective of literacy level, health status, and
religious affiliation. This seems to be very appealing
especially as it cover persons from all aspect of life. It
also worked very well for manual electoral processes.
The handicapped, old people and the illiterates can
just be lead blindly to thumb print the ballot (vote) in
most cases against their will. They may have little or
no knowledge of the candidate they are voting for.
Today’s society is growing smarter with even the
younger people having access to more education and
information. So, the question is ‘why age 18 for a
franchise? That someone is physically matured does
not imply the ability to make good decisions and right
judgments. Over time, illiteracy have always result to
poor voting process usually through time wasting,
invalidated votes and voting for the unintended
candidates.
In our own opinion, the age limitation is not just
enough to determine the franchise right of voters. As
we gradually slope into an era of modern electronics
voting systems, literacy is an important factor not only
for the choice of candidates but also to enable the
voter go through the voting process. To be able to read
and write is at least a good starting point; however
voters should be encouraged by legislation to acquire
necessary computer literacy prior to election times.
This will as well force the government, opposition
parties, and concern citizens that will be seeking
Vol. 35, No. 3, July 2016
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election to various positions to show more
commitment to the education of voters. When voters
are educated, they are more likely to vote wisely. The
time wasting factors at the poll and the tendency of
vote swing to the wrong candidate due to invalid vote
will be drastically reduced. It is therefore suggested
here that the voter’s age limit be reviewed downwards
and literacy clause be included in the right of franchise
to voters in Nigeria.
3.2 Regionalization of Political Positions
Regionalization of top federal level of political
positions called zoning in Nigeria has become an
arguable political distribution method for certain
offices. Looking at the regional political planning of
the country, zoning seems to place some sort of check
and balances in the electoral system. However, when
allowed to take root, it will bring about more political
divisions as every locality in the regions would want
the same style to be adopted for every office thereby
breaking the cord of democracy. For true democracy
to be attained and sustained, the country must ignore
the act of zoning and focus more on the enlightenment
and education of the people in matters relating to
governance. Using appropriate democratic tools, the
right candidate from the people’s choice can be place
in any office irrespective of the region he/she comes
from. Democracy is an act of choice by people and not
that of prescription. Zoning will result in selection of
candidates, by few individuals, which are then forced
on the people against their will. This will produce the
wrong results as such candidate tends to fulfill the will
of the caucus and ignore the political will of the
people.
3.3 Electoral fraud
The Nigeria democratic system has gone through
series of tests and has barely survived through
sacrifices made by candidates, political parties and the
electorate. The most challenging part of this test is on
how to overcome electoral fraud. Electoral fraud in
Nigeria democratic system exist in all political levels
ranging from result manipulations by corrupt
electoral officials to outright intimidation of voters by
both party thugs and law enforcement agencies.
Corrupt and biased practices of INEC and its electoral
official alone over the years [44] has led to the general
believe among the electorate that their vote do not
really count. The average Nigerian voter does not trust
the credibility of INEC and its official as long as paper
ballot is being used. In several occasions, electoral
officials allow and even carryout multiple thumb
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printing of ballots for a candidate or a political party,
inflate result figures or even discard original results
and replace them with fictitious ones [45]. A second
degree source of fraud is that of intimidation of voters
by party thugs and corrupt law enforcement agents.
These intimidations are not usually to force voters to
thumb print for a preferred candidate or party, but
rather to scare voters away from the polling stations
in order to give room for multiple thumb printing of
ballots and possibly result mutilation. Next is the
problem of ballot theft [46]. Ballot theft, especially
under duress, has been a recurrent fraud in Nigerian
elections and in some cases abated by electoral
officials and law enforcement agents at the poll. It also
occurs in the form of diversion of election materials to
unknown destinations. These ballots are thumb
printed by a few individuals and somehow, the results
from such stolen ballot boxes find their way into INEC
office as part of the results. The last of these frauds is
that of vote buying that takes place during campaigns
and right in the poll during elections [47]. Due to lack
of understanding of what the act of governance is,
illiteracy and high level of poverty among the
electorate, election periods seem to be times of
opportunity and not the time of right choices. In this
regard, the Nigeria democracy could be referred to as
“money democracy”, because it is usually those who
have more buying power especially offering money
during the polls that are likely to win. In our opinion,
unless the living standard of the average Nigerian
voter is significantly improved, credible elections will
be far-fetched.
3.4 Election violence
Election violence is a deep rooted problem in the
Nigeria democratic system [47, 48]. In every election
year, different forms of predictions about possible
violence are made. These predictions are hinged on
the lack of trust in the electoral system from previous
experiences, and ride on the back of ethnic, religion
and regional divides. Even within the same political
party, indication of interest to run as a candidate for a
position alone can result to violence and have cost
lives [49]. Violence during elections and after elections
results from lack of trust and transparency in the
conduct of election. Though it could also result from
other factors such as bias and intentional instigations,
lack of trust and non-transparency seem to have
played the worst role in building election violence.
Election violence in Nigeria have caused so much loss
of lives [50, 51,52]. It is therefore imperative to find
ways to put an end to the reoccurrence of this societal
Vol. 35, No. 3, July 2016
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evil. While awareness, education, and adequate
legislation can be used as tools to militate against
other causes of violence, trust and transparency can
be properly tackled by the use of appropriate
technology with the right logistics. The Nigeria society
has a growing history of trust on the use of technology
as exemplified in the acceptance and use of electronic
banking systems. Although, the introduction of
biometric card readers in the 2015 election did not
see through proper legislation on time, its wide
acceptance and subsequent use shows that Nigeria
voters are in dying need of a system that can be
trusted to deliver to them a most credible election.
4. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR CREDIBLE EDEMOCRATIC ELECTIONS
With the recent introduction of biometric card
readers, multiple thumb printing was expected to stop
in the paper ballot era. This however was not the case
and will not likely be the solution in the paper ballot
system [32]. Again, with the consciousness that the
people votes will not count, fear of being intimidated
at the polls and possible election violence that may
occur during elections, majority of voters are totally
discouraged and as well lack trust in the paper ballot
system currently in use. The result is that there is
always low participation as observed by low turnout
of voters during elections in most parts of the country.
To build trust and encourage voters, the proposed
framework can be used to synchronize various
technologies to accommodate the excesses of the
current voting system. These technologies are either
internet enabled or non-internet based. No technology
at the moment can be claimed to be the most
appropriate and sole technology for credible election
delivery in Nigeria. This is because there are
prevailing issues of poor electricity supply, poor
internet connectivity,and lack of access roads to most
remote areas. More so, a large part of voter
population, especially in the rural areas, is made up of
semi-literate or illiterate persons. Hence, election
administration, most especially in the rural areas, can
be very challenging.
In order to produce an effective and reliable electoral
system, acceptable technologies must support both
internet voting and standalone electronic voting
options. Both of these can be deployed to internet
reached environments, while the standalone option
must be used in the non-internet reached areas. The
use of internet of course gives a number of options to
voters. There will be the need to deploy internet
enable polling units, and as well enable existing ATM
Nigerian Journal of Technology
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machines for the polls. This will essentially increase
participation and boost confidence since most people
have come to trust the ATM for daily financial
transactions. Internet enabled mobile devices are on
the increase and a growing population is being
connected. Hence, mobile internet voting is an
available and sure way to increase voter participation.
To maintain a correlation among these technologies, a
proper administration is required.
4.1 Proposed Election Administrative Framework
A reliable administrative framework with checks and
balances must stand as a backbone for any electoral
process. The election administration framework
presented here as shown in Figure1 provides a flexible
means to support technology for election
administration. The administrative framework
consists of two levels of operation that deals with the
allocation of electoral materials and personnel as well
as results collation. The National Allocation and
Collation Unit oversee electoral activities in all states
by allocating material and personnel, and receive all
collated results. It is also responsible for initiating
(starting) and ensuring that all elections are carried
out to conclusion (i.e. ended). Hence all election
results are received at the national level before
publication. At the state level, the State Allocation and
Collation Unit will directly allocate materials and
personnel to the various voting units. Elections are
carried out at the state level which ensures
compliance with the national level regulation.
In order to keep the allocation and collation
department in check, there is the National and State
Level Verification department through which
allocations and election returns will be verify for
balances before results can be published. The
verification department also serves as a check point
for voters to individually verify their vote for any
possible manipulations after casting their votes. Due
to the sensitivity of the verification department, there
is the need for cross verification between the national
and state levels as well as the Election Observation
and Monitoring Unit. The Election Observation and
Monitoring Unit comprise of both internal and
external electoral observation and monitoring groups.
This unit directly monitors and observes elections on
the field, state, and national results collation
processes. The field includes all voting units utilizing
various technologies deployed for the polls.
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Figure 1: Election Administrative Framework

To build more trust in the electoral system,
transparency in the administrative process must be
ensured. This will be rightly achieved by the use of
appropriate technologies. Wireless transmission of
electoral information using different media will serve
well. The wireless technology however, must be
secure, accessible and trusted. It must provide room
for everybody to have access to required public
information. The most prevalent of these wireless
technologies at the moment, that meet the criteria, are
the internet and global system for mobile
communication (GSM). And to a better advantage,
both technologies can be interconnected for
information interchange. This will provide real time
election monitoring and greatly augment physical
checks for verifications. The use of these technologies
for electoral administration will create the necessary
flexibility that enables elections to be handled in a
more acceptable way due to real time accessibility.
Elections are monitored directly and much more
closely, with high leverage on these technologies for
cost reduction.
4.2 Voter Classification
Generally, voting in national or state-wide elections
takes place in a wide geographical area of land. This
land area is of course made up of different types of
living environments with the voters having varying
degree of educational background, health related
Nigerian Journal of Technology

challenges and different access to technology.
Therefore, for effective use of this technological
framework for elections, voters are classified here as:
(i) Living in remote area or urban area
(ii) Living outside internet accessible area or in an
internet accessible area.
(iii) The internet accessible voter is an illiterate or a
literate person.
(iv) A disabled or able person.
Remote area refers to places that are not easily
accessible and probably not internet connected.
Voters who reside in remote areas are left with the
option of voting in stand-alone voting machines. It
does not really matter here whether the voter is
literate or not, able or disabled. Disabled persons
however, can be assisted under special arrangement
to participate in the process. This could be done by the
provision of a mobile stand-alone polling station
specifically designed for the disabled. The accessible
voter on the other hand is internet reached but may be
literate or illiterate. The illiterate urbane dweller can
be made to vote with stand-alone voting machines
stationed at different polling points. However, literate
urbane voter has varieties of voting options. These
options includes the use of internet enabled
automated polling stations, Automatic Teller Machine
(ATM) internet enabled voting system, mobile
internet voting, and of course, the use of stand-alone
voting machines. This classification as depicted in
Vol. 35, No. 3, July 2016
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Figure 2, provides a good consideration for the
distribution of polling technology devices.
Voters

Internet Accessible Area

Literate

ATM Internet
Enabled Voting

Internet
Enabled
Polling Unit

Mobile
Internet
Voting

Remote Area

Illiterate

Standalone Electronic Voting Unit

Figure 2: Voter Classification

4.3 Internet and Stand-alone polling systems
Polling systems are the most important part of any
electoral process and must be generally acceptable by
the voter population. Today, electronic devices have
made a large impart in every aspect of our life and
have been accepted for everyday communication,
business transaction, etc. Therefore, the acceptance of
electronic devices for the poll in the form of
standalone or internet enabled electronic system will
not pose any significant challenges. However,
challenges could arise if the formulations of these
devices are not open enough. The development of
these devices (both in hardware and software terms)
must be transparent and accessible by concerned
agencies.
The internet opens a wide range of voting options and
will generally encourage wide participation especially
when mobile applications are deployed. The internet
may have its own problems such as network
downtimes and data security, but can be reliable
enough for any electoral process. Therefore, the
development of internet based electronic voting
systems should take care of these challenges right
from design. For example, each internet polling unit
could be equipped with enough memory to hold data
and the ability to be used as a standalone system in
prolonged network downtimes. The standalone
polling units on the other hand, are very good voting
option for non-internet reached and illiterate voters.
These devices must therefore be developed and build
in such a way that voter participation could be
encouraged. These devices must not be too large and
complex to setup, and should be provided in good
Nigerian Journal of Technology
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numbers. This will avoid long waiting in queues,
encouraging voter participation.
Other issues that should be addressed are the ease of
use, and adaptability. The voter must not find it
difficult to understand the voting process. The
electronic devices should be provided with a very
simple interface for clear information display through
text and graphics. This simplicity will reduce swing
voting and cost of voter education for the polls. Again,
as these devices are going to be used in different
environments, they must be made to adapt to the
possible different situations such as whether
conditions and power outages.
4.4 Results and Information collation Process
Result collation is a very crucial part of every election
and must therefore be handled with no levity. With
the use of this technology framework, result collation
process will be faster, real-time, error free, and at
reduced cost. Figure 3 shows how election
administration information can be coordinated using
these technologies. In this framework, the State Level
Information Control is responsible for election results
and related information collation. The National Level
Information Control coordinates the different states
results collation. With the existence of the internet
and GSM networks, raw results and other vital
information can be received at any point depending on
the access level. The internet voting option is the most
accessible and has direct link to all administrative
levels. With the internet, votes are real-time and can
be view on progress. The SMS instant message option
on the other hand, serves as an automatic report link
for the standalone voting systems in areas deemed as
non-internet accessible but with GSM network
coverage. Hence, the standalone systems are expected
to carry an in-build GSM module for instant reporting.
The SMS reports are summary of the votes from a
specified unit and are not expected to give details of
the voting process. The election details in a unit are
received only on the submission of the standalone
system’s hardware, from where the information can
be read. In the absence of the GSM network, the
standalone system stores the report and transmits it
upon the reception of GSM network signal during its
submission. This communication transparency
ensures that the electoral process is open and builds
the required trust
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Figure 3: Election Administration Information Control

The use of these technologies will create a hard to
break cord in election report by fraudulent officials.
This is because the electoral official is not aware of
what reports are submitted and when they are being
submitted.
4.5 Security and Privacy
Security of ballots and voter’s information is a vital
topic in the use of electronics voting systems. Voter
privacy must also be ensured since votes are to be cast
in secret. The internet options are prone to cyberattacks while the standalone systems are prone to
theft and other physical attacks. Measures must
therefore be put in place from conception to secure
these devices from any possible attack. While using
hard architectures [53,54] and difficult encryption
techniques to secure votes and voter’s information in
the internet option, launching counter cyber-attack
against any security threat may also be required. In
the standalone option, the use of security personnel is
required in addition to the use of proof-casing,
electronic authentication system (password and
biometrics), and self-destructive software algorithms
that will render a device memory content useless
upon unauthorized access.
Nigerian Journal of Technology

5. CONCLUSION, RECOMMENDATION AND PLAN FOR
FUTURE RESEARCH
Transparency in an electoral process builds trust and
confidence of political parties and voters alike. The
use of manual voting systems such as the paper ballot
have not satisfy this need due to human errors and
fraud, and are also usually very expensive to run. To
reduce cost of election administration as well as
eliminate human error and fraud from the electoral
system, different nations have turned to the use of
technology. Today, the electronic technology is
offering different voting solution at a constant
reducing cost. Though the use of a particular
electronic voting solution may not fully satisfy the
need of any nation, using an appropriate electronic
voting framework will ensure transparency. This
paper has presented a technology framework for the
Nigeria electoral system. The framework combines the
use of internet enabled and standalone electronic
voting devices for the polls. With the current growth
in the use of internet and GSM network technologies,
the adoption of such framework as this will drastically
reduce electoral cost, increase participation and
reduce or even eliminate electoral violence in Nigeria.
The recent use of biometric devices is a commendable
step but future elections should feature the use of new
Vol. 35, No. 3, July 2016
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electronic voting processes that are tailored
specifically for the Nigeria environment. The
development of such devices and voting processes
therefore form the basis of future researches in the
Nigeria electoral system.
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